
 
 

 

FRESH HUB - October 2019 – IVA and Survey 
 
Welcome to our Fresh Hub issue which is focused on IVA and Survey activities  

 

Meet our new IVA & Survey Team Leader – Alex Swann 

We are pleased to introduce Alex Swann, our new IVA & Survey Team Leader. 

Alex comes to us with a background in Nursery Management, imported plant stock quality 

control inspection and crop scouting. Originally from the UK, Alex has been living in New 

Zealand for 9 years.  

Alex is responsible for supporting the team at Carbine Road. He oversees and coordinates 

the IVA and Survey team’s day to day operation. This includes the assessing and monitoring 

of fresh fruits and vegetables at client premises for import and export markets.  

In addition, he is our Nursery Advisor for the Samoa Cocoa Industry Development Initiative 

providing technical knowledge, skills and support to our in-country stakeholders. Alex enjoys 

putting his nursery management skills to good use growing, what Alex likes to call, 

“chocolate trees” (we wish)! 

Outside of work Alex enjoys a wide range of activities including growing his own fruit and 

vegetables, fishing, snorkelling and travelling.  

 

 

 

The benefits of Crop Scouting 

Crop scouting is the practice of periodically inspecting a crop for pests and disease 

problems. With an increased focus on sustainable crop production and farming, crop 

scouting is becoming an integral part of Integrated Pest Management (IPM). Crop scouting 

helps to identify and understand not only the pest species potentially present in your crops, 

but also at what point they have a significant impact and require controlling.  

 

 

 



 
 

Crop Scouting Benefits 

• Better knowledge of pests affecting your crop, their severity and significance.  

• Enables targeted treatment of pests by species and location.  

• Reduces the amount of treatments and chemicals needed.  

• Reduces instances of pesticide resistance in pest populations.  

• Reduces the risk to both environmental and human health.  

• Easier access to overseas markets. Certain countries require declarations stating crops 
have been grown in areas free from particular pests and diseases.  
 

How it works 

• We visit your site and scout through your growing area to identify pests & diseases.  

• We then provide an electronic report detailing issues found, where in the growing area 

they were found, and the severity of the infestation.  

• The data collected on population thresholds, size of the issue and your requirements as 

a grower will help you to develop your treatment plan.  

Our crop scouting service is totally independent because we do not trade in produce, 

pesticides or other products. All our scouting reports are electronic and available in real-time. 

An end of season trend analysis is also available. 

Interested? Want to know more? Please contact Alex Swann aswann@agrichain-centre.com 

or phone 09 414 4536 or mobile 027 255 4729. 
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Preparing for Export Systems Verification (Audits) 

The summer export season is starting, and it is important to ensure you are complying with 

all standards and accreditations. 

This should not be seen as a ‘tick the box’ exercise, but as an opportunity to review systems 

with the aim of continuously improving and establishing the right compliance culture across 

your company.   

Our export certification team are currently visiting growers and packhouses as part of the 

verification audits we undertake.  

Here are the easy things you can implement to ensure the verification audits are as smooth 

and completed as quick as possible: 

• Be prepared – understand the scope of the verification, the types of questions you 

will be asked and the evidence you will need to provide. 

• Be organised – have all the relevant ‘paperwork’ in one place so it is easily 

accessible. 

• Brief your staff – have a team meeting to notify staff that a verification audit will be 

happening. Cover what it is about, what they will need to know and if they will need to 

participate. 

• Review previous reports – if this is not the first verification audit, check previous 

reports for any observations and corrective actions.  Ensure these have been 

addressed.  

• Be punctual and timely – be ready at the agreed time to start the verification audit 

process.  Stay on topic and focused on the purpose of the verification audit. 

Should you have any questions about export certification requirements, please contact our 

Technical Manager by emailing mciccioni@agrichain-centre.com 
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What gets measured (and analysed) gets managed!  

Last summerfruit season, The AgriChain Centre introduced our new management tool, the 

Dashboard Analysis Tool (DAT). This has proved to be an effective addition to the toolkit of 

the Cherry growers.  

During Fresh Produce quality assessments, Quality Control staff collect a great amount of 

data which are reported on individual quality sheets. Although it is helpful to understand 

product quality of an individual line at the moment it is taken, knowing trends overtime and 

comparing the different lines provides buyers, exporters, importers and packhouses with a 

more comprehensive and visual picture of the product’s performance which can be utilised to 

make better business decisions.  

The Dashboard graphically reports data collected during our independent quality inspections 

of your product. Information presented includes a comparison between packhouses, growers 

and varieties on the level and type of defects, brix, firmness and pulp temperature. Reports 

are typically provided to clients on a weekly or bi-weekly basis.   

Our dashboard is available at different levels to fit your operations and financial needs. The 

dashboard can be set up for any crop you would like AgriChain to independently assess. 

In addition, an End of Season report is available, providing a complete overview of the season.  

 

Contact us on info@agrichain-centre.com or 09 414 4536 for more information. 
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